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Abstract. Knowledge-based authentication with username and pass-
word still is the predominant authentication method in practice. As the
number of online accounts increases, users need to remember more and
more passwords, leading to the choice of better memorable but insecure
passwords. Therefore, it is important to take into account the users’
behavior to improve IT security. While gamification has been proposed
as a concept to influence users’ behavior in various domains, it has not
been applied to user authentication methods so far. Therefore, in this
paper an approach for a gamified authentication method is presented.
Using a prototype implementation, a qualitative evaluation in an empir-
ical study is performed. Results illustrate the general feasibility of the
proposed approach.
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1 Introduction

For many years, knowledge-based authentication using username and password is
the predominant authentication method in practice [2]. In recent years, also bio-
metric and token-based approaches have become increasingly important, but tex-
tual passwords remained frequently used despite their well-known disadvantages
[33]. As the number of mobile devices, web services and other online accounts
increases, users need to remember more and more passwords. An average US user
has 25 password-protected accounts and has to enter a password eight times a
day [15]. Therefore, many people choose memorable but insecure passwords, built
a mnemonic aid [28], write passwords down or use one password for many differ-
ent services [17]. This leads to increasing security risks for private and business
computing and illustrates the importance of “human factor in security” [39].

Security cannot be achieved by technological solutions alone [34]. It is impor-
tant to take into account the users’ behavior and security awareness regarding
password usage. However, existing attempts like security awareness trainings
often failed to successfully change users habits [21].
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In recent years, gamification has been proposed as a concept to influence
peoples behavior in different contexts [49]. It denotes the process of adding game
elements to a non-gaming environment [11] to influence users through intrinsic
motivation. Although gamification already has been used in various contexts, in
particular for educational purposes [42], few attempts have been made to apply
it in the domain of IT security so far.

Therefore, in this paper an approach for a gamified authentication method is
presented and evaluated. It requires a user to successfully complete a computer
game to authenticate to a system. Using a prototype implementation of this
authentication game, the approach is qualitatively evaluated in an empirical
study. The results indicate the general feasibility of the proposed approach and
show its perception by different potential users.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 the related work is
discussed in detail and Sect. 3 explains the design and implementation of the
proposed authentication game. The design and data collection of the empirical
study is described in Sect. 4, while Sect. 5 discusses the obtained results. We
conclude with a summary of our findings.

2 Related Work

Traditionally, user authentication to an application or service is performed using
a combination of a username and a secret password chosen by the user (the so-
called user credentials), mainly since it is cheap and easy to use [19]. However,
the weaknesses and risks of this approach have been discussed for many years
[37,48]. Passwords may be easily forgotten, stolen or guessed by an attacker,
i.e. using dictionary attacks [31,37]. The security of a password increases with
its length, which in turn makes it harder to remember. In addition, the number
of passwords an average user has to remember strongly increased in the last
years [31]. Maintaining their various passwords therefore is an increasing chal-
lenge for most users [9,10]. The usability [32] of information security measures,
in particular the traditional password-based authentication is being discussed
for some years [3,46]. In particular, various alternatives to the standard user-
name/password credentials have been proposed, namely biometrics and graphical
passwords.

Graphical passwords are methods of image-based authentication first pro-
posed in 1996 [4], which are based on the fact that humans can remember
pictures much better than letters [8]. There exist different variants for graph-
ical passwords, in particular recognition-based authentication [5], recall-based
authentication [47] like the Draw-a-Secret (DAS) method [13,25], and pass-point
methods [23,26]. Graphical passwords, in particular DAS are commonly used
today in practice to protect mobile devices [12,30]. However, despite their better
usability compared to using a conventional password, also the graphical pass-
word approaches like DAS have some security [44] as well as usability problems
(i.e. the difficulty to draw precisely) [36].

“Biometrics is the science of establishing the identity of an individual based
on the physical, chemical or behavioral attributes of the person” [24]. Physical
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and chemical characteristics could be fingerprints, voice, veins, iris prints or
even ones DNA [45]. Another method for biometrical authentication is keystroke
analysis. It has been demonstrated that human key stroke behavior is unique for
a person [6,29]. However, the accuracy of keystroke-based approaches is inferior
to other biometric characteristics. On the other hand the keystroke behavior
could not be copied or stolen. The human way of pressing and releasing keys on
a keyboard is unique and can be captured and replayed only be means of a key
logger installed on the system. In the future, a logical continuation of keystroke
patterns may be the use of gestures for user authentication [40].

However, in general still better technologies which improve the memorabil-
ity of a user’s credentials while improving the security of the authentication
process are required [38]. Gamification may provide a promising approach for
that purpose [1].

In recent years, Gamification has been studied by various authors. One major
field of research is its application for educational purposes, denoted by terms like
Serious Gaming, Edutainment or Learning Games [42]. While first applications
of Gamification in the information security domain have been proposed [49],
they mainly are related to information security trainings for improving security
awareness [1,7,14]. Despite the fact that Gamification may provide a mean to
improve IT security enormously [43] and that all existing alternatives to tex-
tual passwords like biometrics and graphical passwords have serious security or
usability flaws, it has rarely been applied to user authentication so far [16,18].

Therefore, in the present paper the question is addressed how a gamified
authentication method with additional keystroke pattern recognition could be
designed for improving the security and usability of user authentication simul-
taneously.

3 Design and Implementation of the Authentication
Game

This paper proposes a game-like solution for users to authenticate themselves
with any web service or personal computer called the Ariadne PathLogin. Refer-
ring to the password management life cycle [9] it uses a holistic approach taking
into account all human factors influencing the password generation and main-
tenance phase by means of Gamification. In addition, since it has been demon-
strated that human muscle movements improve the ability to remember the
password [9], the approach utilizes also users keystroke patterns as an additional
biometric authentication factor.

Therefore, the proposed approach uses a chessboard game-like scenario as
illustrated in Fig. 1. After selecting a specific avatar character, the user has
to move it on an individual, secret path across the game board. During this
movement, the user might also have to perform special actions (i.e. jumping) on
certain fields. The specific avatar character and the path including the special
actions have been individually selected by the user during the registration phase,
therefore serving as part of the secret information identifying the user. The
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Fig. 1. Design of the avatar character selection and playing field screens in the pro-
posed Ariadne PathLogin game for user authentication. After selecting a specific avatar
character as a “playing figure”, the user has to move it on an individual, secret path
across the game board for authentication using the keyboard’s arrow keys.

additional special tasks further support the creation of highly individual and
better memorable secrets by the users [9,20].

Ariadne PathLogin uses a board dimensioned to a 10 × 10 fields square (see
right part of Fig. 1). Although the board itself thus offers only 10 × 10 = 100
fields, the number of selectable paths is theoretically infinite, since at every
field the character might move to 4 possible neighboring fields (including fields
already visited before) and the number of steps forming a path is also variable
and unlimited. The goal of Ariadne PathLogin is to access to the Ariadne Castle
at the end of the login process, which is accompanied by a fanfare sound, giving
users a feeling of success. In a real-world application this corresponds to being
granted access to the system.

Users control the character on the board by the arrow- or space keys on the
keyboard. The user’s characteristic keystroke pattern while doing so is also cap-
tured during the enrollment phase for subsequent comparison in every authen-
tication process as an additional biometric signature.

3.1 Registration Phase

Like any other authentication method each user has to register first. For the
Ariadne PathLogin, three different steps are required:

1. Specifying a unique textual username,
2. Selecting a specific “playing figure” or avatar character (called Ariadne),
3. Defining a specific path across the playing board.

The user can only perform one steps at once. In the game, each step is
represented by a part of a treasure map (see Fig. 1), which may foster curiosity,
learnability and memorability [32]. Furthermore, by displaying only one step at
a time the user will not be distracted by too much information and the process
is more secure since less information is unveiled.

The user has to select a personal avatar character out of four predefined
characters. Choosing a unique character seen as a playing figure is important for
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creating a personal touch for the user [27]. Ariadne is the character of this game.
She is a female character representing different and funny attitudes, designed by
the authors. The user can choose between four different variants of the character
as illustrated in the left part of Fig. 1. All variants are rather similar in shape
and color in order to make character guessing or shoulder-surfing attacks by a
third party more unlikely.

Fig. 2. Possible moves of the Ariadne avatar character during its path across the board.
Red arrows indicate visible moves while the blue ones correspond to “hidden” moves
to confuse a possible shoulder-surfing attacker. (Color figure online)

Third, the user has to move the avatar character across the chess-like board
to define an individual secret path, optionally including special actions like jump-
ing on certain fields. The character’s initial position is in the left upper corner
of the board. The character can be moved only via the arrow keys. For each
keystroke, the actual key and the corresponding time stamp are captured by the
system. The user can choose the path freely with the character moving visibly
only within the board area. However, if the user types a key sequence correspond-
ing to the character moving outside the playing field, these keystrokes are still
captured without moving the character visibly to enable using “hidden” paths
for additional security. These different types of move operations are illustrated
in Fig. 2. Here, red arrows symbolize visible movements while blue ones refer to
invisible movements forming the hidden path.

To capture a characteristic individual keystroke pattern and to ensure that
a user memorizes the selected path well, the user has to repeat this path five
times. This can be compared to the traditional registration phase using text-
based passwords, where any user also has to enter a new password at least twice
in order to exclude mistakes. This first path is considered as the basis for the
upcoming paths. If the user changes the path or the character in a subsequent
iteration, the system will prompt the user by a popup message and cancel the
path capture. After the fifth successful iteration, the characteristic keystroke
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pattern will be calculated and the captured data will be stored in the user
database. For obtaining this characteristic keystroke pattern for a user’s path,
the arithmetic mean values of the time differences (in milliseconds) between
subsequent distinctive keystrokes are calculated.

3.2 Authentication Phase

In the authentication phase, a user is authenticated by repeating the same three
steps as in the registration phase, now entering the correct username, avatar char-
acter and path as previously captured. For comparison with the stored character-
istic keystroke pattern, again the time differences between subsequent keystrokes
are calculated and compared with the values stored in the database. However,
since the measured time differences never will be exactly the same for a human
(i.e. due to external factors and personal condition) [9], some tolerance interval
needs to be used in the comparison. Previous results suggest a time tolerance
interval of about 160ms for biometric keystroke patterns [41], which was adopted
for the current implementation of Ariadne PathLogin. If all data are correct, the
user is prompted about the successful login.

If the login process fails, the user has to start right from the beginning again.
The reason is that in this case either the user name or the character or the path
or multiples of these may be wrong. Since an attacker should not be revealed
any information which of these are wrong, no clue is given and all data entries
have to be repeated.

3.3 Prototype Implementation

For the experimental evaluation of the proposed approach, a prototype of the
Ariadne PathLogin game was implemented as a browser-based web application.
The purpose of this implementation is not to provide a production-ready solu-
tion, but to serve as the basis for evaluation of the concept.

The user interface of the prototype is implemented using HTML5, CSS and
JavaScript. This frontend interacts with a server-side backend implemented in
the widely used PHP language1. All data used within the authentication process
are stored in a MySQL database accessed by the PHP code, using the InnoDB
storage engine2.

The users’ characteristic keystroke patterns are stored in this database as
strings consisting of a sequence of the numerical key codes pressed and the
corresponding time passed since the previous keystroke in milliseconds. Since
the pupose of the prototype implementation was to evaluate the feasibility of
the approach from a user’s perspective and not to provide a production-ready
solution, implementation-related security issues like of this underlying storage
mechanism are not discussed in this paper.

1 See http://www.php.net.
2 See http://www.mysql.com.

http://www.php.net
http://www.mysql.com
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4 Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed approach, a qualitative, explorative empirical study
was performed using the described prototype implementation. The purpose of
the evaluation was twofold: First, the proposed approach was evaluated with
respect to its effectiveness from a user’s perspective regarding its usability and
Gamification. This was done using a questionnaire the participants had to fill
out. Second, its effectiveness as an authentication scheme needed to be analyzed
regarding the reliability of clearly identifying a specific user. Therefore, the par-
ticipants had to practically use the prototype implementation to register and
authenticate themselves at the system.

A convenience sample of 51 participants with different occupation, social
background and gender took part in the study. All participants were between
15 and 67 years old, with the majority being between 20 and 30. 41 of these
participants (approx. 80 %) were male.

To have comparable results and exclude environmental influences, all par-
ticipants had to use the Ariadne PathLogin in an identical work environment.
A desktop workplace with always the same computer equipment was set up for
them in a neutral surrounding. Only one participant was inside the room at a
time to avoid mutual influences between participants.

Fig. 3. Setup of the participants’ desktop for the empirical evaluation. Two different
keyboards have been used to study the influence of the keyboard type on the users’
keystroke patterns.

The computer used for the evaluation was a Notebook (Acer Aspire V3-
571G with Intel i5-3210M CPU and Seagate Momentus XT 750 GB SSHD solid-
state hybrid drive) running with Microsoft Window 8.1 64 Bits, a Firefox web
browser 35.0.1 without any add-ons and the Ariadne PathLogin application run-
ning within the XAMPP 5.6.3 environment. In order to analyze the possible
influence of keyboard types, two (new) USB keyboards were used with strongly
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Fig. 4. Excerpts of the first (left) and second page (right) of the questionnaire handed
out to the participants before and after the practical usage of the prototype, respec-
tively. The first page contains questions related to personal data and previous experi-
ences regarding user authentication. The second page is devoted to the actual evalua-
tion of the game. Questions are stated in German and English language.

differing types of keys (rather flat vs. high), namely Hama Basic Keyboard K
210, USB and an Apple Keyboard A1242. The complete described setup for the
evaluation environment is displayed in Fig. 3.

In addition to using the tool, the participants had to fill out the two-page
questionnaire shown in Fig. 4.

Each participant first was introduced into the topics of authentication, pass-
words and the purpose of the Ariadne PathLogin. Afterwards he or she had to
fill out the first page of the questionnaire. When starting to use the prototype,
the web browser was already opened in full-screen mode, displaying the main
page of Ariadne PathLogin containing an overview of all functions to ensure an
identical starting point for all participants.

Now the participants were asked to do a tutorial first to get familiar with
the approach. No data was logged during this step.

After that, the participants should perform the described registration and
login steps. In order to collect comparable data, all participants were asked to
use the same predefined path, presented to them on a piece of paper. During
these steps, the entered data was logged by the system for evaluation.

After the registration phase, users were asked to do the login. They were given
the choice to select one of the two different keyboards. It was not necessary to
login using both of them. If the user passed the login after a maximum of three
tries, the login was considered as successful.

Finally, the users were asked to fill out the second page of the questionnaire.

5 Results

5.1 User Perception

Regarding previous experiences with different authentication methods, username
and password are used by all participants, as one would expect. Due to the
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popularity of smartphones and mobile devices, 20 % also use finger print sensors.
Multi-factor authentication has been used by about 22 % of the participants.
These numbers are in agreement with previous findings indicating that 27 % of
users use multi-factor authentication on their smartphones [35] and 22 % use of
biometrical authentication [22].

Almost half of the participants immediately associated the term security with
passwords. Despite this fact, nearly one fifth of the participants is annoyed by
using text-based passwords, which supports the request for better authentication
methods.

Table 1. Participants’ opinions of Ariadne PathLogin as a computer game.

Positive Negative

“Easy and clear to understand” “Entering a new password (registration
step) takes too long”

“Freedom of decision which character and
path to choose”

“You can walk a wrong path”

“You can choose the security by yourself
by defining a path or secret path”

“The icon’s jump is confusing”

“Speed and sounds fit to the game” “Too little action”

“Easy to reproduce”

However, only about 50 % of the participants stated that they would be
interested or willing to use Ariadne PathLogin in the future. Figure 5 shows a
more detailed analysis of the reasons given by the participants for acceptance of
the game.

The reasons for refusal of the approach are strongly varying between the
different age groups (see Fig. 5). A majority of the 15–50 year-old participants
considers it is too time consuming. As one participant formulated it: “I would
use it for accounts I do not use very often, but which are very safety-critical like
my online banking”. The older the participants were, the fewer security doubts
they had.

On the other hand, the older participants found the approach increasingly
difficult to use.

Regarding their perception of the Ariadne PathLogin as a computer game,
the structure and rules seemed clear for the majority of the participants. They
liked also the possibility to choose the password strength by adjusting the path.
On the negative side, users stated that the process takes too long and there are
too few but still confusing actions, e.g. a jump is executed on the same field. The
pros and cons of the approach as perceived by the participants are summarized
in Table 1.

65 % of the participants claimed that they could remember the graphical path
in Ariadne PathLogin better than a complex textual password. Two participants
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Fig. 5. Participants’ reasons for their willingness to use or not use Ariadne PathLogin
in the future depending on age (above) and gender (below).

even stated “Hey, that is cool. I can connect the path with a rhythm or beat”
and “I would connect this path with my favorite song, that will surely help me”.

5.2 Effectiveness of the Authentication Mechanism

Figure 6 shows the number of successful logins of the participants while using
the Ariadne PathLogin prototype implementation depending on age and gender.
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Fig. 6. Number of successful logins by the participants using Ariadne PathLogin
depending on age (above) and gender (below).

The authors consider the login success rate as the main indicator for the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach.

The average success rate was 67 %, with a variance of 2 % and a standard
deviation of 15 %. Within the age group of 15 to 20 the rate was sufficiently high
(86 %). But even for elderly persons the login was successful in one out of two
tries. Generally speaking, no critical difference can be found between age groups,
whereas male users succeed almost 25 % more often than female ones.

However, these results for the success rates should be considered critically.
First, the number of participants was not equal for age groups and genders, and
second users were presented a predefined path for this evaluation. It is likely that
the memorability of the path and thus the success rate improves when users have
to choose a path by their own.

It was also observed that the login success rate is strongly dependent on the
numerical tolerance value used while comparing the keystroke pattern captured
during login to the one previously stored in the database. The initial tolerance
value used was 160 ms (see above). When increasing it to 250 ms, around 50 %
of those who failed before also succeeded. And even 70 % were successful after
changing the tolerance to 450 ms. However, increasing the tolerance on the other
hand reduces the security of the approach, as it increases the probability of false
positive matches.

Regarding the keyboard used, no significant influence was observed. Users
typed on average 6 % (25.81 ms) faster on the keyboard with the flat keys than
on those with the higher keys. However, this small difference can be neglected.

To evaluate the risk due to false positive matches during the keystroke pattern
comparison, the authors also tried to login to the users accounts. Although the
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authors knew all the credentials information of the users (username, chosen
character, the path and the approximate typing speed at least from subjective
cognition), they succeeded only in two out of 51 cases. This emphasizes the
additional security gained by the biometric keystroke pattern comparison.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, in the present paper an approach for a gamified authentication
method has been presented and evaluated, which requires the user to successfully
complete a computer game to authenticate to a system. The authentication
mechanism used by the game is a combination of a biometric and a knowledge-
based factor. To successfully log in, the user has to possess the secret knowledge
of the correct username, avatar character and path across the playing board
as well as to control the character with the corresponding personal keystroke
pattern.

The feasibility of the proposed approach was evaluated by an empirical study,
in which the participants had to use a prototype implementation of the game
to log in, as well as to answer a questionnaire to assess the perceived quality of
the game. The evaluation results suggest that despite some differences between
participants of different ages the approach is feasible in general. However, it
was considered rather time-consuming by many participants, so probably its
application will remain restricted to scenarios where a higher level of security is
required (i.e. online banking or access to mission-critical applications).

However, the validity of these findings is still limited due to the limited
number of the participants in the empirical study and its qualitative nature.
The evaluation still needs to be extended by further research efforts to verify the
obtained results.
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